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Who could say a-- for a moment? 70 years of edIe called for a moment?
8

thousands of years.. " I would think that verses 7 and/are referring to Israel.

But,4ii verse one certain... Who could you say for a moment? You would tk-

certainly think of thousands of years. The Gentiles, t- most of them

I would think that this ".. verses 7 and 8 would be referring to ... but
wouldn't

verse one certainly contrast ... Yes, Mr. Butler? No, No, i,4+ say that

the word oulam Means a, Iobg, long time which is not - defined.

&(7.50) But it-is a time which is x thought of as wawy back into antiquity,

or way forward into a very distant future. And there are places where we have

other statements, . ..statements like that which suggest no x end, but the

word does not in itself. But it says that this goes on for a long,

long time, or an irdefthite long period, which continues in the future or in the

past, I think that the word has a definite meRat- meaning. It is like you might

say, How big is a book. You mean something with a hundred pages in, or you

meai k something with athousand pages in, well, you can hardly tell sons UI. ng

with ten pages in a book, just where you draw the line between a booklet and

a book I don't know, but you wouldn't say k ..a book of 100 pages , a book of

2,00 pages. a book of three hundred k pages. The word book is something that

is figurative. ..but how much bigger the word doesn't say. You could g easily

have a book that would ... the English word doesn't say. But it can get smaller

thakn.a certain conteriect. It wont be a book any more. And the-- this word

is like a book which has a few pages, and it is very long. But beyond

that it doesn't say how long, it goes on into the greatest... but we know that

there are many cases that there are many cases where .. so when you say that
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